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- 20 Comments and 9 contributions to 802.16g in response to 802.16g-05/009 call for comments. All comments resolved – results are recorded in comment database 802.16g-05/010r2
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- Accepted comment database 802.16g-05/010r2 (17/0)
  - 15 Accepted or Accepted-Modified
  - 3 Rejected 0 Technical, Binding (Satisfied)
  - 0 Superceded 0 Technical, Binding (not Satisfied)
  - 2 Withdrawn

- Authorized the editor to revise 802.16g-05/008, in accordance with the comment resolutions in 802.16g-05/010r2 and reissue the document as P802.16g-05/008r1 (15/0)
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- Continued development of Mobile MIB PAR & 5 Criteria. Ready for presentation and discussion at WG Closing Plenary. Provided WG determines that the work is substantially complete, consider WG motion to finalize preparation and forward to EC and Nescom for approval.
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• Discussed IETF Liaison Letter on Security. Jeff Mandin has prepared a Draft response for consideration and discussion at WG Closing Plenary.

• Prepared 802.16g Project Schedule. Ready for presentation to WG.